
We travel this month beyond the River Danube to explore

one of the world ’s most ancient and compelling wine

regions , the homeland of the ancient Dacians . Rich in

history , the Dacian heartland - encompassing modern-day

Romania along with parts of Hungary , Bulgaria , Ukraine ,

Serbia , Moldova , and Slovakia - is one of the most exciting

and underexplored areas of the modern wine world . 

Ancient Dacia traces its sterling wine pedigree back to at

least the Bronze Age , when the area was settled by the

Thracians , an Indo-European ethic group , around the

middle of the 2nd millennium BCE . Homer tells us that

the Greek army drank Thracian wine every day while

besieging Troy and , even more importantly , Thrace was

believed to be the birthplace of Dionysus , god of wine . 

Descended from the Thracians , the Dacians come into the

historical record in the middle of the first millennium BCE

following the age of Greek and Phoenician colonization .

The Greeks founded mercantile colonies on the Black Sea

coast of modern-day Romania and Bulgaria , and

Herodotus mentions the Dacians , whom he calls the

Getae in his Histories. Over the course of the ensuing

centuries , the Dacians endured invasions by the Celts ,

Greeks , and Persians , before becoming a persistent thorn

in the Roman side and eventually succumbing to

conquest by the emperor Trajan . 

Along the way , they developed a rich culture and

produced a fascinating panoply of rulers . We are excited

to be following in the footsteps of the kings Burebista ,

Cotiso , and Decebalus , while also exploring three little-

known , delicious indigenous varieties from the region .

You’ll never look at the history, wines, or lands beyond
the Danube the same way again! 
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Ancient Greek authors, starting with
the historian Herodotus, referred to the
Dacians as the Getae, while the Romans
used both the terms Getae and Daci for
the people of Dacia, although there is
some debate among modern scholars
about whether they were the same or
separate peoples. According to the
Roman geographer Strabo, the name of
the Dacians is descended from daoi
(Δάοι), which may be related
linguistically to the word for “wolf.”

THE DACIAN PEOPLE


